SECTION 3: BONDS & NOTES

1. BIRTH CERTIFICATE BOND (Blue Border) (30 DAY CURE)
   This bond charges your treasury account and value is established by placing your birth certificate as collateral. Your birth certificate is a registered security.

2. REGISTERED PRIVATE INDEMNITY BOND (Blue Border) (10 DAY CURE)
   This bond insures the sureties on the Birth Certificate Bond and the other bonds.

3. REGISTERED PRIVATE OFFSET BOND (Green Border) (10 DAY CURE)
   This bond designates the individual account holders that you owe or futuristic accounts you may discharge. This bond instructs the US Treasury to offset any presentment (Bill) that you send for the listed accounts and bring the balance to zero.

4. DIRECT BONDED PROMISSORY NOTE (Green Border) (10 DAY CURE)
   This note is used to discharge public debt. This note is the check.
SECTION 3 - A - BONDS & NOTES

US TREASURY
FILING & MAILING PROCEDURES

BONDS

SPECIAL INFORMATION

NOTE 1: SECTION 3 DOCUMENTS ARE NOT FILED AT YOUR LOCAL COURTHOUSE.
NOTE 2: EVERYTHING SENT TO US TREASURY IS MAILED VIA $21 REGISTERED MAIL BY NOTARY PRESENTMENT.
NOTE 3: ALL ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS SENT TO US TREASURY ARE PRINTED ON LASER PRINTER USING 8 ½” x 11”, 32 lb., 100% COTTON, WATERMARKED BOND PAPER. (Southworth is a common brand.)
NOTE 4: EVERY BOND OR NOTE SENT TO US TREASURY IS ORIGINAL.

1. Submit only ORIGINAL bonds to the US TREASURY. Bonds being submitted must be printed on 8½” x 11”, 32 lb., 100% Cotton, Watermarked, Bond Paper using a LASER printer, not an Ink Jet printer.

2. Only a Notary Presentment Cover Letter, as the first/top page, goes in each of the envelopes/mailings with each the “Indemnity Bond” (5 pages) and “Offset and Discharge Bond” (minimum of 6 pages).

3. Address envelope to the following recipient: (return address is the Notary’s)

TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
1500 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE NW
4. Prepare for mailing of **ORIGINAL** bonds using the following mailing instructions:

- Registered Mail w/Return Receipt Signature Required USPO Form 3811 (Green Card addressed to Notary)
- Place $21.00 in postage stamps on the envelope before you go to your Notary (so you don't hope/entrust Notary to use stamps). Place stamps on envelope beforehand. **DO NOT ALLOW POSTAL EMPLOYEE TO PLACE A METERED STAMP ON YOUR PACKAGE. INFORM THEM YOU ARE SENDING THIS WITH STAMPS.**
- Declare a $21.00 value on mail receipt with USPO Form 3806
- **DO NOT BUY INSURANCE**
- **DO NOT SEND OVERNIGHT MAIL**
- Send package by Notary Presentment listing all documents by name, page numbers is advised, other number (if applicable), and file number. This validates the contents of your mailed package.
- Use your Notary’s Return Address.
- Track your package via [www.usps.com](http://www.usps.com)
SECTION 3 - B - BONDS & NOTES

FILING & MAILING PROCEDURES

PROMISSORY NOTES

SPECIAL INFORMATION

NOTE 1: SECTION 3 DOCUMENTS ARE NOT FILED AT YOUR LOCAL COURTHOUSE.
NOTE 2: EVERY NOTE IS MAILED VIA REGISTERED MAIL BY NOTARY PRESENTMENT WITH $21 STAMPS.
NOTE 3: EVERYTHING SENT IS PRINTED ON LASER PRINTER USING 8 ½” x 11”, 32 lb., 100% COTTON, WATERMARKED, BOND PAPER.
NOTE 4: EVERY NOTE SENT TO THE ACCOUNT HOLDER IS ORIGINAL, WET-INK SIGNATURE ONLY.

1. Submit only ORIGINAL notes. NOTES being submitted must be printed on 8½” x 11”, 32 lb., 100% Cotton, Watermarked, Bond Paper using a LASER printer, not an Ink Jet printer.

2. Address envelope to the following recipient:

   ACCOUNT HOLDER’S NAME
   ATTN: CEO AND/OR CFO
   VENDOR’S ADDRESS
   CITY, STATE ZIP

3. Prepare for mailing of ORIGINAL Notes using the following mailing instructions:

   - Registered Mail with Return Receipt Signature Required USPO Form 3811 (Green Card addressed to your notary)
Place $21.00 in postage stamps on the envelope before you go to your Notary (so you don't hope/entrust Notary to use stamps). Place stamps on envelope beforehand. DO NOT ALLOW POSTAL EMPLOYEE TO PLACE A METERED STAMP ON YOUR PACKAGE. INFORM THEM YOU ARE SENDING THIS WITH STAMPS.

Declare a $21.00 value on mail receipt with USPO Form 3806

DO NOT BUY INSURANCE

DO NOT SEND OVERNIGHT MAIL

Send package by Notary Presentment listing all documents by name, page numbers is advised, other number (if applicable), and file number. This validates the contents of your mailed package.

On your envelope, use Notary's Return Address

Track your package via www.usps.com

SECTION 3 - C - FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS

U.S. TREASURY FILING & MAILING PROCEDURES

➢ DISCHARGING A MORTGAGE OR BILL

SPECIAL NOTES

NOTE 1: SECTION 3 DOCUMENTS ARE NOT FILED AT YOUR LOCAL COURTHOUSE.
NOTE 2: EVERYTHING SENT TO ACCOUNT HOLDER IS MAILED VIA REGISTERED MAIL BY NOTARY PRESENTMENT WITH $21.00 IN STAMPS.
NOTE 3: EVERYTHING SENT TO ACCOUNT HOLDER IS PRINTED ON LASER PRINTER USING 8½” X 11”, 32 lb., 100% COTTON, WATERMARKED BOND PAPER.
NOTE 4: EVERY NOTE SENT TO ACCOUNT HOLDER IS ORIGINAL ONLY.
NOTE 5: EVERYTHING SENT TO US TREASURY IS AN ORIGINAL OR CERTIFIED COPY ONLY.
1. Gather the following documents:

- Original Registered Bonded Promissory Note printed on 8½” X 11”, 32 lb., 100% Cotton, Watermarked Bond Paper using a LASER printer, not an Ink Jet printer.

- Original Cover Sheet named PRE-OFFSET NOTICE FOR BALANCED BOOK ADJUSTMENT completed appropriately

- Use appropriate small “Accepted For Value” stamp on the reverse side of IRS Form 1040-V. Put it horizontally across the end of the 1040-V as if you were endorsing a check. You MUST keep it on the back of the coupon area itself. You do not detach/cut the 1040-V from the 8½ x 11” page.

- Original Bill/Statement you want to discharge, “Accepted For Value” at a 45-degree angle on BOTH SIDES. Also stamp all other enclosed papers on both sides at the 45-degree angle.

- Copy of IRS Form 56 that was sent to Secretary of Treasury

- Notary Presentment Cover Letter listing all contents in specific order to go in the envelope

2. Address envelope to the following recipient: Use Notary’s Return Address

3. Prepare for mailing of ORIGINAL PRINTED ON BOND PAPER or CERTIFIED COPIES using the following mailing instructions:

- Registered Mail with Return Receipt Signature Required USPO Form 3811(Green Card addressed to Notary)

- Place $21.00 in postage stamps on the envelope before you go to your Notary (so you don’t hope/entrust Notary to use stamps). Place stamps on envelope beforehand. DO NOT ALLOW POSTAL EMPLOYEE TO PLACE A METERED STAMP ON YOUR PACKAGE. INFORM THEM YOU ARE SENDING THIS WITH STAMPS.

- Declare a $21.00 value on mail receipt with USPO Form 3806

- DO NOT BUY INSURANCE

- DO NOT SEND OVERNIGHT MAIL
➢ Send package by Notary Presentment listing all documents by name, page numbers or number of pages, other number (if applicable), and file number. This validates the contents of your mailed package.

➢ On your envelope, use Notary’s Return Address; “Sender” on Green cards is your Notary’s name/address.

➢ Track your package via www.usps.com
PRIVATE REGISTERED BOND FOR SETOFF
NON-NEGOTIABLE

VALUE: $100,000,000,000.00 (One Hundred Billion) US Dollars
RE: CERTIFICATE OF LIVE BIRTH #145-59-083068 BOND #F49954720

ACCEPTED FOR VALUE and EXEMPT FROM LEVY
DEPOSITED TO US TREASURY AND CHARGED TO YOUR LITTLE JOHN STEWART AND 231-98-2194

ISSUE DATE: Date October 26, 2010
BOND NUMBER: F49954720
REGISTERED MAIL NO. RR123456789US

Little John Stewart

c/o 7617 Fountain Bleu Drive #2138
New Carrollton, Maryland; near [20784]
Non-Domestic without the US

PAY TO THE ORDER OF:
THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
C/O TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, FIDUCIARY, FOR THE BENEFIT OF Little John Stewart - Principal
1500 PENNSYLVANIA AVE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20220

Attention: TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, RESPONDENT
Enclosed, the undersigned, Little John Stewart©, herewith accepts for value the enclosed Bond, Certificate of Live Birth Number Your B/C #, and all endorsements front and back, being the only legitimate acceptor of said Bond being the only party to have put any value into said Bond, being the contributing beneficiary of the same. This is in accordance with Uniform Commercial Code, and House Joint Resolution 192 of 5 June 1933, and UCC 1-104 and Public Law 73-10.

BOND ORDER
Please deposit this Bond to an account bearing the USPO Registered Mail Number Reg. Mail # for future identification purposes, and to be used as a set off account against any bills, taxes, or claims, and the like, against Real Man Name, 231982194, or any bills, taxes, or claims, and the like, against the LITTLE JOHN STEWART, 231-98-2194, Debtor, to Little John Stewart, Secured Party (see enclosed UCC-1 Financing Statement), said claim(s) to have been "accepted" and endorsed by Little John Stewart.

Please adjust any bills, taxes, or claims, and the like, against Little John Stewart [see Certificate of Live Birth] or the LITTLE JOHN STEWART#231-98-2194 to zero, charge, settle and close any such account, and return the interest to the Principal, Little John Stewart at the above post location. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY shall have Thirty (30) days from the date of receipt of this Bond, as witnessed by the Date of Receipt affixed to the US POST OFFICE INTERNATIONAL MAIL Receipt, to dishonor this Bond by returning this Bond to the Principal, with an explanation of all deficiencies, at the stipulated mailing address by non-domestic post. Failure to return the Bond as stated shall constitute Acceptance and Honoring of this Bond, the Associated transactions, and presentments, in accordance with the Law, by TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE U.S.TREASURY, and THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY to all of the Terms and Conditions contained herein.

This Bond shall be ledgered, as an asset, as best suits the needs of the undersigned principal. This Bond expires at the moment Real Man Name expires. Void where prohibited by law.

Surety #1 – Little John Stewart
Exemption ID # 231982194
c/o 7617 Fountain Blue Drive #2138
New Carrollton, Maryland; near [20784]
Non-Domestic without the US

Surety #2 – Little John Stewart
Exemption ID # 231982194
c/o 7617 Fountain Blue Drive #2138
New Carrollton, Maryland; near [20784]
Non-Domestic without the US

Little John Stewart - Principal
Exemption ID # 231982194
c/o 7617 Fountain Blue Drive #2138
New Carrollton, Maryland; near [20784]
Non-Domestic without the US

Witness #1 – Little John Stewart
Exemption ID # 231982194
c/o 7617 Fountain Blue Drive #2138
New Carrollton, Maryland [20784]
Non-Domestic without the US

Witness #2 – Little John Stewart
Exemption ID # 231982194
c/o 7617 Fountain Blue Drive #2138
New Carrollton, Maryland [20784]
Non-Domestic without the US
PRIVATE REGISTERED INDEMNITY BOND
NON-NEGOTIABLE
BOND NO. YOUR INDEMNITY BOND# F49954720
REGISTERED LIBER # F49954720 Document File Number From County Recording

USPO REGISTERED MAIL # (Example F49954720)   ISSUE DATE: October 16, 2010
VALUE: $300,000,000.00 USD   MATURITY DATE: October 16, 2039

Pay To The Order Of: THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY, FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE UNDERSIGNED PRINCIPAL
1500 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20220

For: Little John Stewart
LITTLE JOHN STEWART
Social Security Number: 231-98-2194

By, On, Through:
Little John Stewart, Principal
LITTLE JOHN STEWART, Surety #1
Private Registered Indemnity Bond # 1B BOND NUMBER
Little John Stewart, Surety #2
Private Registered Indemnity Bond # F49954720

In order to Discharge or Offset debt, to protect Secured Interests, to reserve the right of Remedy, Recourse and Subrogation, and in order to maintain the Honor of the named Account Holder(s) and Account(s), and to facilitate lawful commercial transactions, and in order to lawfully engage in commerce within the jurisdiction of THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, this Private Registered Indemnity Bond, issued to MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY is necessitated for the benefit of the undersigned principal to insure the sureties against his dishonor.

We, Little John Stewart, Principal, and Little John Stewart, Surety, being Creditors, Sui Juris status, of sound mind(s), Standing in Honor, with full knowledge and full disclosure, with Honorable Intent, herein hold, bind, and obligate Ourselves, individually and cooperatively, jointly and severally, as voluntary sureties for the herein named Account Holder(s) and Account(s), each Jointly and Severally, for any amount(s) up to and including $300,000,000.00 (USD) - Three Hundred Million United States Dollars, for the Honorable purposes through this Bond, of Underwriting, Insuring, and Indemnifying said Account Holder(s) and Account(s) against any and all pre-existing, current, and future liabilities through/by Offsetting against this Bond, Dollar for Dollar, all such obligations, which shall include but not be limited to, any and all underlying and related account(s), agency(s), bond(s), and person(s), public or private, whether named or unnamed, for all aiding(s), abetting(s), action(s), (whether civil or criminal), accusations, act(s) of god, advice(s), affidavit(s), affirmation(s), absconding(s), admiralty action(s), arrest(s), activity, attestation(s), accident(s), appointment(s), accord(s), agreement(s), bill(s), breach(es) of contract, bond(s), bankruptcy action(s), barring(s), brokering(s), capture(s), case(s), cause(s), charge(s), claim(s), code(s), collection(s), commercial action(s), common law action(s), complaint(s), commitment(s), communication(s) (whether Written, Oral, or Electronic, with or without notice), compensatory damage(s), cost(s), criminal debt(s), contract(s), conspiracy, counterfeiting(s), condemning(s), contribut(ing)s, conveying(s), commission(s), damage(s), database(s), debt(s), decision(s), default(s), deficit(s), deficiencies, docket(s), document(s), encumbrance(s), equity action(s), error(s), execution(s), election(s), expense(s), fee(s), file(s), finding(s), fine(s), forfeiture(s), fraud(s), hearing(s), holding(s), information(s), indictment(s), injury(s), instrument(s), inscription(s), incarce(s), incarceration(s), investigation(s), interroga(s), In Rem proceeding(s), impeachment(s), judgment(s), laundering(s), levy(ies), liability(ies), lien(s), loss(es), letter(s), license(s), manufacturing(s), margin(s), negligence(s), notice(s), obligation(s), obligation(s) of contract, obligation(s) of performance, order(s), option(s), penal action(s), penal debt(s), penal sum(s), pronouncement(s), probation(s), parole(s), prison(s), process(es), profit(s), regulation(s), reimbursement(s), restitution(s), recidivism(s), recklessness(s), recoupment(s), rule(s), recovery(s), recrimination(s), regulation(s), regulatory action(s), recision(s), rebuttal(s), reprisal(s), recourse(s), remedy(s), remediation(s), statement(s), statute(s), seizure(s), subrogation(s), supervision(s), summoning(s), service(s), tax(es), testimony, TRUE BILL(s), taking(s), transaction(s), uttering(s), violation(s), and warrant(s), or other named or unnamed liabilities. All such liabilities, duties, obligations, and debts shall be ledged against this Bond for Offset by, on/through our Private Offset Account(s) and shall pay, satisfy, offset, and discharge, Dollar for Dollar, all such obligations fully and completely, thereby restoring and maintaining the Honorable Standing of the named Account Holder(s) and Account(s) by, on/through our Private Offset Account(s).

Little John Stewart ________________  Little John Stewart __________________  Little John Stewart __________________
Surety #1                     Surety #2                           Principal

Page 1 of 5  Bond Number F49954720 United States Post Office Registered Mail Number F49954720
MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY shall have 10 (Ten) days from the date of receipt of this Bond, as witnessed by the Date of Receipt affixed to the USPS Return Receipt, to dishonor this Bond by returning this Bond and Notice of Dishonor with Statement of Reason to the Principal at the stipulated mailing address by USPS Certified Mail. Failure to return this Bond as stated shall constitute Acceptance and Honoring of this Bond by terms of Contract and constitute Acceptance and Honoring of all of the associated transactions and adherence to all of the terms and conditions contained herein, in accordance with the Law, by MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, AND THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY.

MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, shall ledger this Bond as an Asset as best suits the needs of THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein for a period of 30 (Thirty) years.

- Remainder of page intentionally left blank. -
Bond Order

A) MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY shall offset all pre-existing and current liabilities for the named Account Holder(s) and Account(s) by offset against this Bond, Dollar for Dollar, jointly and severally, for any amount or cumulative amount(s) up to and including $300,000,000.00 (USD) - Three Hundred Million United States Dollars, all such obligations which shall Include but not be limited to, any and all underlying and related account(s), agency(s), bond(s), and person(s), public or private, whether named or unnamed, for all aiding(s), abetting(s), act(s), action(s) (whether civil or criminal), accusations, act(s) of god, advisement(s), affidavit(s), affirmation(s), admission(s), activity, attribution(s), assignment(s), accord(s), agreement(s), bill(s), breach(es) of contract, bond(s), bankruptcy action(s), barring(s), brokering(s), capture(s), case(s), cause(s), charge(s), claim(s), code(s), collection(s), commercial action(s), common law action(s), complaint(s), commitment(s), communication(s) (whether Written, Oral, or Electronic, with or without notice), compensatory damage(s), cost(s), criminal debt(s), contract(s), conspiracy, counterfeiting(s), condemning(s), contributing(s), conveying(s), commission(s), damage(s), database(s), debt(s), decision(s), default(s), deficit(s), deficiencies, docket(s), document(s), encumbrance(s), equity action(s), error(s), execution(s), election(s), expense(s), fee(s), file(s), finding(s), fine(s), forfeiture(s), fraud(s), hearing(s), holding(s), information(s), indictment(s), injury(s), instrument(s), incursion(s), incarceration(s), investigation(s), interrogation(s), In Rem proceeding(s), impeachment(s), judgment(s), laundering(s), levy(ies), liability(ies), lien(s), loss(es), letter(s), license(s), manufacturing(s), margin(s), negligence(s), notice(s), obligation(s), obligation(s) of contract, obligation(s) of performance, order(s), option(s), penal action(s), penal debt(s), penal sum(s), pronouncement(s), probation(s), parole(s), prize(s), process(es), profit(s), regulation(s), reimbursement(s), restitution(s), recidivism(s), recklessness(s), recoupment(s), rule(s), recovery(s), recrimination(s), regulation(s), regulatory action(s), recision(s), rebuttal(s), reprisal(s), recourse(s), remedy(s), remediation(s), statement(s), statute(s), seizure(s), subrogation(s), supervision(s), summoning(s), service(s), tax(es), testimony, TRUE BILL(s), taking(s), transaction(s), uttering(s), violation(s), and warrant(s), or other named or unnamed liabilities. All such liabilities, duties, obligations, and debts shall be ledgered against this Bond, Dollar for Dollar, severally, for any amount or cumulative amount(s) up to and including $300,000,000.00 (USD) - Three Hundred Million United States Dollars, and shall offset all pre-existing and current liabilities for the named Account Holder(s) and Account(s) by offset against this Bond, Dollar for Dollar, severally, for any amount or cumulative amount(s) up to and including $300,000,000.00 (USD) - Three Hundred Million United States Dollars, thereby restoring and maintaining the Honorable Standing of the named Account Holder(s) and Account(s) by, on/through our Private Offset Account(s) and shall pay, satisfy, offset, and discharge, Dollar for Dollar, all such obligations fully and completely, thereby restoring and maintaining the Honorable Standing of the named Account Holder(s) and Account(s) by, on/through our Private Offset Account(s).

B) MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY shall offset all future liabilities for the named Account Holder(s) and Account(s) by offset against this Bond, Dollar for Dollar, jointly and severally, for any amount or cumulative amount(s) up to and including $300,000,000.00 (USD) - Three Hundred Million United States Dollars, all such obligations which shall Include but not be limited to, any and all underlying and related account(s), agency(s), bond(s), and person(s), public or private, whether named or unnamed, for all aiding(s), abetting(s), act(s), action(s) (whether civil or criminal), accusations, act(s) of god, advisement(s), affidavit(s), affirmation(s), admission(s), activity, attribution(s), assignment(s), accord(s), agreement(s), bill(s), breach(es) of contract, bond(s), bankruptcy action(s), barring(s), brokering(s), capture(s), case(s), cause(s), charge(s), claim(s), code(s), collection(s), commercial action(s), common law action(s), complaint(s), commitment(s), communication(s) (whether Written, Oral, or Electronic, with or without notice), compensatory damage(s), cost(s), criminal debt(s), contract(s), conspiracy, counterfeiting(s), condemning(s), contributing(s), conveying(s), commission(s), damage(s), database(s), debt(s), decision(s), default(s), deficit(s), deficiencies, docket(s), document(s), encumbrance(s), equity action(s), error(s), execution(s), election(s), expense(s), fee(s), file(s), finding(s), fine(s), forfeiture(s), fraud(s), hearing(s), holding(s), information(s), indictment(s), injury(s), instrument(s), incursion(s), incarceration(s), investigation(s), interrogation(s), In Rem proceeding(s), impeachment(s), judgment(s), laundering(s), levy(ies), liability(ies), lien(s), loss(es), letter(s), license(s), manufacturing(s), margin(s), negligence(s), notice(s), obligation(s), obligation(s) of contract, obligation(s) of performance, order(s), option(s), penal action(s), penal debt(s), penal sum(s), pronouncement(s), probation(s), parole(s), prize(s), process(es), profit(s), regulation(s), reimbursement(s), restitution(s), recidivism(s), recklessness(s), recoupment(s), rule(s), recovery(s), recrimination(s), regulation(s), regulatory action(s), recision(s), rebuttal(s), reprisal(s), recourse(s), remedy(s), remediation(s), statement(s), statute(s), seizure(s), subrogation(s), supervision(s), summoning(s), service(s), tax(es), testimony, TRUE BILL(s), taking(s), transaction(s), uttering(s), violation(s), and warrant(s), or other named or unnamed liabilities. All such liabilities, duties, obligations, and debts shall be ledgered against this Bond, Dollar for Dollar, severally, for any amount or cumulative amount(s) up to and including $300,000,000.00 (USD) - Three Hundred Million United States Dollars, and shall offset all pre-existing and current liabilities for the named Account Holder(s) and Account(s) by offset against this Bond, Dollar for Dollar, severally, for any amount or cumulative amount(s) up to and including $300,000,000.00 (USD) - Three Hundred Million United States Dollars, thereby restoring and maintaining the Honorable Standing of the named Account Holder(s) and Account(s) by, on/through our Private Offset Account(s) and shall pay, satisfy, offset, and discharge, Dollar for Dollar, all such obligations fully and completely, thereby restoring and maintaining the Honorable Standing of the named Account Holder(s) and Account(s) by, on/through our Private Offset Account(s).

Little John Stewart
Surety #1
Little John Stewart
Surety #2
Little John Stewart
Principal
C) MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY shall have 10 (Ten) days from the date of receipt of this Bond, as witnessed by the Date of Receipt affixed to the United States Post Office Return Receipt, to dishonor this Bond by returning this Bond and Notice of Dishonor with Statement of Reason to the Principal at the stipulated mailing address by USPS Certified Mail. Failure to return this Bond as stated shall constitute Acceptance and Honoring of this Bond by terms of Contract and constitute Acceptance and Honoring of all of the associated transactions and adherence to all of the terms and conditions contained herein, in accordance with the Law, by MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, and THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY.

D) MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, shall ledger this Bond as an Asset as best suits the needs of THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein for a period of 30 (Thirty) years.

E) The Principal’s stipulated mailing address is:
   Little John Stewart  
c/o 7617 Fountain Blue Drive #2138  
New Carrollton, Maryland, near [20784]  
Non-Domestic without the US

F) This Private Registered Indemnity Bond Number F49954720, shall expire on Maturity Date: October 26, 2039.

- Remainder of page intentionally left blank. -
We, as Signatories, to execute this Private Registered Indemnity Bond # F49954720 do hereby affix Our Initial(s), Seal(s), and Signature(s) to this Bond / Instrument on this 26 day of October in the year of Two Thousand Ten.

Little John Stewart
Surety #1

Little John Stewart
Surety #2

Little John Stewart
Principal

/s/ ___________________________
Surety #1 Signature

/s/ ___________________________
Surety #2 Signature

/s/ ___________________________
Principal Signature

Little John Stewart, Surety #1
Private Offset Account # 231982194

Surety #1
Seal/Right Thumbprint

Little John Stewart, Surety #2
Private Offset Account # 231982194

Surety #2
Seal/Right Thumbprint

Little John Stewart, Principal
Private Offset Account # 231982194

Principal
Seal/Right Thumbprint

We Solemnly attest as Witnesses, to the authenticity of the foregoing Initials(s), Seal(s), and Signature(s) placed upon this Document on this, the 26 Day of October in the year Two Thousand Ten.

Witness #1 _____________________________ Living Location c/o _____________________________
(Printed Name)

/s/ _________________________________
Non-Domestic without the US

Witness #2 _____________________________ Living Location c/o _____________________________
(Printed Name)

/s/ _________________________________
Non-Domestic without the US
PRIVATE REGISTERED OFFSET AND DISCHARGE BOND
NON-NEGOTIABLE

BOND NO. F49954720

USPO REGISTERED MAIL # REGISTERED MAIL # F49954720
VALUE: $300,000,000.00 USD
ISSUE DATE: October 26, 2009
MATURITY DATE: October 11, 2039

Pay To The: THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
Order of: c/o TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, FIDUCIARY,
FOR THE BENEFIT OF Little John Stewart - Principal
1500 PENNSYLVANIA AVE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20220

For: Little John Stewart
LITTLE JOHN STEWART
Social Security Number: 231-98-2194

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE and all subdivisions and agents thereof
Account Holder
UNITED STATES, United States of America and all subdivisions and agents thereof
Account Holder
State of STATE and all agents thereof
Account Holder
COUNTY and all agents thereof
Account Holder
MONTGOMERY COUNTY CHILD SUPPORT SERVICES AND AGENTS
Account Holder

By On through:
Little John Stewart, Principal
Private Offset Account # 231982194
Little John Stewart, Surety #1
Private Offset Account # 231982194
Private Registered Indemnity Bond # F49954720
USPO REGISTERED MAIL # F49954720
Private Registered Indemnity Bond # F49954720
USPO REGISTERED MAIL # F49954720

In order to Discharge or Offset debt, to protect Secured Interests, to reserve the right of Remedy, Recourse and Subrogation, and in order
to maintain the Honor of the named Account Holder(s) and Account(s), and to facilitate lawful commercial transactions, and in order to lawfully
engage in commerce within the jurisdiction of THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, this Private Registered Offset and
Discharge Bond, issued to MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
THE TREASURY is necessitated.

We, Little John Stewart, Principal, and Little John Stewart, Surety, being Creditors, Sui Juris status, of sound mind(s), Standing in Honor, with full knowledge and full disclosure, with Honorable Intent, herein hold, bind, and obligate Ourselves, individually and cooperatively, jointly and severally, as voluntary sureties for the herein named Account Holder(s) and Account(s), each Jointly and Severally, for any amount(s) up to and including $300,000,000.00 (USD) - Three Hundred Million United States Dollars, for the Honorable purposes through this Bond, of Underwriting, Insuring, and Indemnifying said Account Holder(s) and Account(s) against any and all pre-existing, current, and future liabilities through/by Offsetting against this Bond, Dollar for Dollar, all such obligations, which shall include but not be limited to, any and all underlying and related account(s), agency(s), bond(s), and person(s), public or private, whether named or unnamed, for all aiding(s), abetting(s), act(s), action(s) (whether civil or criminal), accusations, act(s) of god, advice(s), affidavit(s), affirmation(s), absconding(s), admiralty action(s), act(s), activity, attestation(s), accident(s), appointment(s), accord(s), agreement(s), bill(s), breach(es) of contract, bond(s), bankruptcy action(s), barring(s), brokering(s), capture(s), case(s), cause(s), charge(s), claim(s), code(s), collection(s), commercial action(s), common law action(s), complaint(s), commitment(s), communication(s) (whether Written, Oral, or Electronic, with or without notice), compensatory damage(s), cost(s), criminal debt(s), contract(s), conspiracy, counterfeiting(s), condemning(s), contributing(s), conveying(s), commission(s), damage(s), database(s), debt(s), decision(s), default(s), deficit(s), deficiencies, docket(s), document(s), encumbrance(s), equity action(s), error(s), execution(s), election(s), expense(s), fee(s), file(s), finding(s), fine(s), forfeiture(s), fraud(s), hearing(s), holding(s),
information(s), indictment(s), injury(s), instrument(s), incursion(s), incarceration(s), investigation(s), interrogation(s), In Rem proceeding(s), impeachment(s), judgment(s), laundering(s), levy(ies), liability(ies), lien(s), loss(es), letter(s), license(s), manufacturing(s), margin(s), negligence(s), notice(s), obligation(s), obligation(s) of contract, obligation(s) of performance, order(s), option(s), penal action(s), penal debt(s), penal sum(s), pronouncement(s), probation(s), parole(s), prize(s), process(es), profit(s), regulation(s), reimbursement(s), restitution(s), recidivism(s), recklessness(s), recoupment(s), rule(s), recovery(s), recrimination(s), regulation(s), regulatory action(s), recission(s), rebuttal(s), reprisal(s), recourse(s), remedy(s), remediation(s), statement(s), statute(s), seizure(s), subrogation(s), supervision(s), summoning(s), service(s), tax(es), testimony, TRUE BILL(s), taking(s), transaction(s), uttering(s), violation(s), and warrant(s), or other named or unnamed liabilities. All such liabilities, duties, obligations, and debts shall be ledgered against this Bond for Offset by, on/through our Private Offset Account(s) and shall pay, satisfy, offset, and discharge, Dollar for Dollar, all such obligations fully and completely, thereby restoring and maintaining the Honorable Standing of the named Account Holder(s) and Account(s) by, on/through our Private Offset Account(s).

- Remainder of page intentionally left blank. -
MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, shall have 10 (TEN) days from the date of receipt of this Bond, as witnessed by the Date of Receipt affixed to the USPS Return Receipt, to dishonor this Bond by returning this Bond and Notice of Dishonor with Statement of Reason to the Principal at the stipulated mailing address by USPS Certified Mail. Failure to return this Bond as stated shall constitute Acceptance and Honoring of this Bond by terms of Contract and constitute Acceptance and Honoring of all of the associated transactions and adherence to all of the terms and conditions contained herein, in accordance with the Law, by MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, AND THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY.

MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, shall ledger this Bond as an Asset as best suits the needs of THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein for a period of 30 (Thirty) years.

- Remainder of page intentionally left blank. -
A) MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY shall offset all pre-existing and current liabilities for the named Account Holder(s) and Account(s) by offset against this Bond, Dollar for Dollar, jointly and severally, for any amount or cumulative amount(s) up to and including $300,000,000.00 (USD) - Three Hundred Million United States Dollars, all such obligations which shall Include but not be limited to, any and all underlying and related account(s), agency(s), bond(s), and person(s), public or private, whether named or unnamed, for all aiding(s), abetting(s), act(s), action(s) (whether civil or criminal), accusations, act(s) of god, advice(s) of, affidavit(s), affirmation(s), ascension(s), admiralty action(s), arrest(s), activity, attestation(s), accident(s), appointment(s), accord(s), agreement(s), bill(s), breach(es) of contract, bond(s), bankruptcy action(s), baring(s), brokering(s), capture(s), case(s), cause(s), charge(s), claim(s), code(s), collection(s), commercial action(s), common law action(s), complaint(s), commitment(s), communication(s) (whether Written, Oral, or Electronic, with or without notice), compensatory damage(s), cost(s), criminal debt(s), contract(s), conspiracy, counterfeiting(s), condemning(s), contributing(s), conveying(s), commission(s), damage(s), database(s), debt(s), decision(s), default(s), deficit(s), deficiencies, docket(s), document(s), encumbrance(s), equity action(s), error(s), execution(s), election(s), expense(s), fees(s), file(s), findings(s), fine(s), forfeiture(s), fraud(s), hearing(s), holding(s), information(s), indictment(s), injury(s), instrument(s), incursion(s), incarceration(s), investigation(s), interrogation(s). In Rem proceeding(s), impeachment(s), judgment(s), laundering(s), levy(ies), liability(ies), lien(s), loss(es), letter(s), license(s), manufacturing(s), margin(s), negligence(s), notice(s), obligation(s), obligation(s) of contract, obligation(s) of performance, order(s), option(s), penal action(s), penal debt(s), penal sum(s), pronouncement(s), probation(s), parole(s), prize(s), process(es), profit(s), regulation(s), reimbursement(s), restitution(s), recidivism(s), recklessness(s), recoupment(s), rule(s), recovery(s), recrimination(s), regulation(s), regulatory action(s), recision(s), rebuttal(s), reprisal(s), recourse(s), remedy(s), remediation(s), statement(s), statute(s), seizure(s), subrogation(s), supervision(s), summoning(s), service(s), tax(es), testimony, TRUE BILL(s), taking(s), transaction(s), uttering(s), violation(s), and warrant(s), or other named or unnamed liabilities. All such liabilities, duties, obligations, and debts shall be ledgered against this Bond for Offset by, on/ through our Private Offset Account(s) and shall pay, satisfy, offset, and discharge, Dollar for Dollar, jointly and severally, for any amount or cumulative amount(s) up to and including $300,000,000.00 (USD) - Three Hundred Million United States Dollars, all such obligations which shall Include but not be limited to, any and all underlying and related account(s), agency(s), bond(s), and person(s), public or private, whether named or unnamed, for all aiding(s), abetting(s), act(s), action(s) (whether civil or criminal), accusations, act(s) of god, advice(s) of, affidavit(s), affirmation(s), ascension(s), admiralty action(s), arrest(s), activity, attestation(s), accident(s), appointment(s), accord(s), agreement(s), bill(s), breach(es) of contract, bond(s), bankruptcy action(s), baring(s), brokering(s), capture(s), case(s), cause(s), charge(s), claim(s), code(s), collection(s), commercial action(s), common law action(s), complaint(s), commitment(s), communication(s) (whether Written, Oral, or Electronic, with or without notice), compensatory damage(s), cost(s), criminal debt(s), contract(s), conspiracy, counterfeiting(s), condemning(s), contributing(s), conveying(s), commission(s), damage(s), database(s), debt(s), decision(s), default(s), deficit(s), deficiencies, docket(s), document(s), encumbrance(s), equity action(s), error(s), execution(s), election(s), expense(s), fees(s), file(s), findings(s), fine(s), forfeiture(s), fraud(s), hearing(s), holding(s), information(s), indictment(s), injury(s), instrument(s), incursion(s), incarceration(s), investigation(s), interrogation(s). In Rem proceeding(s), impeachment(s), judgment(s), laundering(s), levy(ies), liability(ies), lien(s), loss(es), letter(s), license(s), manufacturing(s), margin(s), negligence(s), notice(s), obligation(s), obligation(s) of contract, obligation(s) of performance, order(s), option(s), penal action(s), penal debt(s), penal sum(s), pronouncement(s), probation(s), parole(s), prize(s), process(es), profit(s), regulation(s), reimbursement(s), restitution(s), recidivism(s), recklessness(s), recoupment(s), rule(s), recovery(s), recrimination(s), regulation(s), regulatory action(s), recision(s), rebuttal(s), reprisal(s), recourse(s), remedy(s), remediation(s), statement(s), statute(s), seizure(s), subrogation(s), supervision(s), summoning(s), service(s), tax(es), testimony, TRUE BILL(s), taking(s), transaction(s), uttering(s), violation(s), and warrant(s), or other named or unnamed liabilities. All such liabilities, duties, obligations, and debts shall be ledgered against this Bond for Offset by, on/ through our Private Offset Account(s) and shall pay, satisfy, offset, and discharge, Dollar for Dollar, all such obligations fully and completely, thereby restoring and maintaining the Honorable Standing of the named Account Holder(s) and Account(s) by, on/ through our Private Offset Account(s).

B) MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY shall offset all future liabilities for the named Account Holder(s) and Account(s) by offset against this Bond, Dollar for Dollar, jointly and severally, for any amount or cumulative amount(s) up to and including $300,000,000.00 (USD) - Three Hundred Million United States Dollars, all such obligations which shall Include but not be limited to, any and all underlying and related account(s), agency(s), bond(s), and person(s), public or private, whether named or unnamed, for all aiding(s), abetting(s), act(s), action(s) (whether civil or criminal), accusations, act(s) of god, advice(s) of, affidavit(s), affirmation(s), ascension(s), admiralty action(s), arrest(s), activity, attestation(s), accident(s), appointment(s), accord(s), agreement(s), bill(s), breach(es) of contract, bond(s), bankruptcy action(s), baring(s), brokering(s), capture(s), case(s), cause(s), charge(s), claim(s), code(s), collection(s), commercial action(s), common law action(s), complaint(s), commitment(s), communication(s) (whether Written, Oral, or Electronic, with or without notice), compensatory damage(s), cost(s), criminal debt(s), contract(s), conspiracy, counterfeiting(s), condemning(s), contributing(s), conveying(s), commission(s), damage(s), database(s), debt(s), decision(s), default(s), deficit(s), deficiencies, docket(s), document(s), encumbrance(s), equity action(s), error(s), execution(s), election(s), expense(s), fees(s), file(s), findings(s), fine(s), forfeiture(s), fraud(s), hearing(s), holding(s), information(s), indictment(s), injury(s), instrument(s), incursion(s), incarceration(s), investigation(s), interrogation(s). In Rem proceeding(s), impeachment(s), judgment(s), laundering(s), levy(ies), liability(ies), lien(s), loss(es), letter(s), license(s), manufacturing(s), margin(s), negligence(s), notice(s), obligation(s), obligation(s) of contract, obligation(s) of performance, order(s), option(s), penal action(s), penal debt(s), penal sum(s), pronouncement(s), probation(s), parole(s), prize(s), process(es), profit(s), regulation(s), reimbursement(s), restitution(s), recidivism(s), recklessness(s), recoupment(s), rule(s), recovery(s), recrimination(s), regulation(s), regulatory action(s), recision(s), rebuttal(s), reprisal(s), recourse(s), remedy(s), remediation(s), statement(s), statute(s), seizure(s), subrogation(s), supervision(s), summoning(s), service(s), tax(es), testimony, TRUE BILL(s), taking(s), transaction(s), uttering(s), violation(s), and warrant(s), or other named or unnamed liabilities. All such liabilities, duties, obligations, and debts shall be ledgered against this Bond for Offset by, on/ through our Private Offset Account(s) and shall pay, satisfy, offset, and discharge, Dollar for Dollar, all such obligations fully and completely, thereby restoring and maintaining the Honorable Standing of the named Account Holder(s) and Account(s) by, on/ through our Private Offset Account(s).
C) MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY shall have 10 (TEN) days from the date of receipt of this Bond, as witnessed by the Date of Receipt affixed to the USPO Return Receipt, to dishonor this Bond by returning this Bond and Notice of Dishonor with Statement of Reason to the Principal at the stipulated mailing address by USPS Certified Mail. Failure to return this Bond as stated shall constitute Acceptance and Honoring of this Bond by terms of Contract and constitute Acceptance and Honoring of all of the associated transactions and adherence to all of the terms and conditions contained herein, in accordance with the Law, by MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, and THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY.

D) MR. TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, shall ledger this Bond as an Asset as best suits the needs of THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein for a period of 30 (Thirty) years.

E) The Principal's stipulated mailing address is:

   Little John Stewart
   LITTLE JOHN STEWART
   c/o 7617 Fountain Blue Drive #2138
   New Carrollton, Maryland; near [20784]
   Non-Domestic without the US

F) This Registered Private Offset and Discharge Bond Number F499547201, shall expire on Maturity Date October 26, 2039.

   - Remainder of page intentionally left blank. -
We, as Signatories, to execute this Private Registered Offset and Discharge Bond # F49954720 do hereby affix Our Initial(s), Seal(s), and Signature(s) to this Bond / Instrument on this 26th day of October in the year of Two Thousand And Ten.

/s/ ___________________________  
Little John Stewart, Surety #1
Private Offset Account # 231982194

Surety #1 Signature
Surety #1 Seal/Right Thumbprint

/s/ ___________________________  
Little John Stewart, Surety #2
Private Offset Account # 231982194

Surety #2 Signature
Surety #2 Seal/Right Thumbprint

/s/ ___________________________  
Little John Stewart, Principal
Private Offset Account # 231982194

Principal Signature
Principal Seal/Right Thumbprint

We Solemnly attest as Witnesses, to the authenticity of the foregoing Initials(s), Seal(s), and Signature(s) placed upon this Document on this, the 26th Day of October in the year Two Thousand And Ten.

Witness #1 _____________________________  
(Printed Name)

Living Location c/o ________________  
___________________________
(Printed Name)

/s/ ___________________________  
Non-Domestic without the US

Witness #2 _____________________________  
(Printed Name)

Living Location c/o ________________  
___________________________

/s/ ___________________________  
Non-Domestic without the US
REGISTERED BONDED PROMISSORY NOTE

$125%.00 (One Hundred and Twenty Five %)

125% of statement United States Dollars (One Hundred And Twenty Five Percent)

NOTE NUMBER F49954720

USPO REGISTERED MAIL # F49954720

Pay To The Order Of:  SECETUARY OF THE TRESUARY, per stirpes

In The Amount Of:  ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-FIVE % OF THE AMOUNT ON THE STATEMENT

For Credit To:  IRS, For LITTLE JOHN STEWART, 99999999 on Statement, Exact Dollars and Cents Amount Showing on Statement - Written . . . & then in numbers, plus interest, penalties, and extra “fees”, for the benefit of SOMEONE ELSE’S LITTLE JOHN STEWART LITTLE JOHN STEWART.

Routing Through:  DTC ROUTING NUMBER – 0061000146
DTC ACCOUNT NUMBER – 049954720,
c/o SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER

This negotiable instrument, tendered lawfully by Little John Stewart, ("Maker") in good faith shall evidence as a debt to the Payee pursuant to the following terms:  This is an unconditional promise to pay.

1.  This Note shall be posted in full dollar for dollar pursuant to the Credit order noted above and presented to the Payor, THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, c/o TRUSTEE OF THE US BANKRUPTCY, TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER.  After discharge of the debt, the balance of the funds is to be credited to the ACCOUNT HOLDER to be used for the benefit of the same.

2.  Payor shall, upon receipt of this instrument, charge account 231-98-2194 via Pass-Through DTC Routing Number 0061000306, Account Number 049954720, for the purpose of terminating any past, present, or future liabilities expressed or implied, attached or attributed to231982194. This is a public debt obligation of the United States.

3.  Payor shall ledger this Note for a period of six months commencing the start of business on October 26, 2010 until close of business May 26, 2010, not to exceed 180 days, at an interest rate equal to the current rate per annum.

4.  Upon maturity, this Note shall be due and payable in full with interest and any associated fees.  Payment shall be ledgered against Private Offset and Discharge Bond Number F49954720, USPO Registered Mail Tracking Number F49954720, held and secured by TIMOTHY F. GEITHNER, SECRETARY OF THE US TREASURY.

Little John Stewart
c/o RealManAddress
New Carrollton, Maryland near [20784]
Non-Domestic without the US

_________________________________________  __________________________
Date  Signature